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After publishing his “Paintings of Proliferation” circle theory in 1961 and participating in 
the 3rd International Exhibition for Young Artists in Paris in 1964, in 1965 Minoru 
Onoda was invited to join the Post WWII avant-garde Gutai Art Association (1954 – 
1972). He stayed faithful to their leader Jiro Yoshihara's motto to "do what has never 
been done before" for the rest of his career. This presentation introduces a selection of 
historical paintings from 1960 through 1980 that are made available exclusively from 
the family's estate. During his lifetime Onoda sold primarily to Japanese museums and 
institutions. Since 2013 his works have entered international private collections in Asia, 
Europe, the United States of America and Latin America. Tate Modern, London and 
Museum Boijmans van Beuningen, Rotterdam, as well as Sammlung Goetz, Munich 
have also acquired his works.  
 
His paintings were included in the retrospectives at the National Art Center, Tokyo and 
the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum of Art for their respective exhibitions: Gutai: The 
Spirit of an Era (2012) and Gutai: Splendid Playground (2013). The 2021 solo 
retrospective, Minoru Onoda : Watashi no Maru (My Circles) at Himeji City Museum of 
Art, Himeji was a highly acclaimed homage that included paintings, works on paper, 
sculptures and rarely seen notebooks (cat.). His paintings and drawings are included in 
the forthcoming exhibition “Into the Unknown World – GUTAI: Differentiation and 
Integration”, held in two venues in Osaka, the National Museum of Art, and 
Nakanoshima Museum of Art, scheduled to open October 22, 2022. 
 
Perspective, relief and propagation of circles are early trademarks of the artist who 
spent his entire life in Japan. Using post WWII newly available materials (radio tubes, 
synthetic paint, glue, wood) and artistic freedom, Onoda's works make reference to Art 



 

 

 

informel and abstract art, along with some visual aspects of Suprematism, synthetic 
paint, glue, wood) and artistic freedom, Onoda's works make reference to Art informel 
and abstract art, along with some visual aspects of Suprematism, Constructivism, and 
even Op Art. As one of the younger Gutai members he sought to explore the dynamic 
relationship between a human and his surroundings through the geometric unity and 
simplicity of the circle. Onoda often referred to himself as “the one who performs the 
circle” or as the circle itself, a conception at once organic and mechanical, emptied of 
specific meaning yet able to fill sky and earth without gaps. 
 

 
 
 
own endless proliferation – seeking its own either mechanically-reproduced or 
biomorphic unity of emptiness and silence. By decade’s end, the convex shape evolved 
to a round wave. The uniform dots painted in circles outward from the centre in ever-
increasing circumferences reached the perimeter, and beyond in our imagination. The 
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SAKUHIN 101 
1960 
Oil, sand, plaster, pipe on plywood 
painting 51.8 x 183.2 x 9 cm  ( 20 3/8 x 72 1/8 x 3 1/2 in. ) 
framed  53.2 x 184.2 x 9 cm  ( 21  x 72 1/2 x 3 1/2 in. ) 
Signed and dated on front, lower right 
ONODA11242 / W084/CH-WF 
 
Exhibition: 14th Nikki Exhibition, Japan, 1960 
 

In 1960 he inserted small parts of tubes, added sand and plaster to the wooden 
support to create 3-dimensional paintings with negative space. Developing his own 
technique, he created 3-dimensional oval, round and elliptical shapes in square, 
rectangular and occasional triangular paintings starting in 1961. He created mounds by 
using Gofun to raise the surface. These brighter and vibrant paintings have continuously 
varied dot patterns on the flat and built-up surfaces. With multi-coloured circles in 
variable sizes of red, green, blue, mauve, orange, fine lines on rich yellow backgrounds 
with organic shapes, they are reminiscent of plants and flowers. They are the circle’s 



 

 

 

mix of rich yellow, orange, deep blues and greens is mesmerizing and the symmetry is 
supplanted by its swaying hues. 
 
In the 1970s and 1980s the hierarchy of nature is replaced with the complexity of hues 
in 2 dimensions. Onoda gradually paints multiple small to large circles within the square 
canvas in monochrome gradients of acrylic spray paint in which clarity, depth and the 
subtle visual pulsing of energy are the objects. A series of blue paintings in slightly 
different densities were made, as well as a few red paintings and rarer black ones. Two 
large red and blue works with 4 circles each (164.6 x 164.6 x 5 cm ( 64 3/4 x 64 3/4 
x 2  in. ) are pristine examples of the more severe compositions alleviated by soft tones 
and repetitive round shapes progressing to the search for weightlessness, depth and 
subtle changes of colour. A stronger contrast developed in the 1980s and 1990s. 
Eventually, uneven, squarish-coloured shapes flowing or floating have perfect holes 
allowing an underlying velvet black background to appear. These have an absorbing 
depth due solely to the richness of the engulfing black. The 1980s crisp-edge painting 
is followed by an exploration of the edge of the canvas and the plasticity of the acrylic 
and alkyd paint in the 1990s.  
 
For enquiries, please contact Anne Mosseri-Marlio:  anne@annemoma.com  
Mob. +41 79 392 7234 
 
 
 
 


